Abstract-In this paper, one of the most important fuel cell membrane with proton exchange visitors (PEMFC) was introduced, implemented and its voltage is controlled during load variations in a study system. Control algorithm used in this paper for the fuel cell plant during the variation of time for the input current to the membrane (Ist) is one of the algorithms which is based on reinforcement learning retention (RL). To control the study plant, this algorithm to control the studied plant is trying to change the gain and pole and zero coefficients so as to prevent as far as possible the output voltage changes, the output voltage, and to keep constant Fuel Cell in a specific required amount. Simulation results verify good accuracy performance of the proposed controller to achieve the goals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) consist of an anode and cathode blades as well as an electrolyte between these blades. Hydrogen gas (H 2 ) that is achieved from methanol (CH 3 OH) is entered to the bottom anode blade (negative electrode) and oxygen or air to the end of the other blade "(positive electrode cell) [1] . To generate electric energy from fuel cell, it is necessary to have fixed values for the output voltage of cell for various loads so as to supply the given demand. However, fuel cell output voltage is changed in different loads. In order to keep constant cell's voltage, it is vital to use a controller. For this, the most simple type controller that can be used is a PID or Lead-Lag controllers.
In [1] , a type of fuzzy controller to control the output voltage of fuel cell is proposed. In order to control the voltage and current of Fuel Cell, in [2] , networks of BP and RBF were used. Speed and accuracy of proposed algorithms in which is satisfactory for the system. In [3] , artificial neural networks are used to control fuel cell temperature. Ref. [4] has been used to achieve good control and efficient parameter optimization of a neural controller. Fuel Cells are in type of multiple fuel cells, but it is assumed that the mass cathode and anode is compacted in one compact fuel cell [5] . Each proposed methods is used to control one of the parameters of a fuel cell in which the method of Fuzzy or neural network is used. Some of these systems, first, identify and then control the system which in turn leads to time-consuming control application and sometimes causing long transient response.
In this paper a simple Lead-Lag Controller is used to control Fuel Cell voltage. The difference in this control is that zero, pole and gain of controller are changed online based on learning algorithm called Reinforcement Learning. Some of the benefits of the proposed control may be as: simple controller, being resistant against load changes, includes good control characteristics, fast transient response, and zero steady state error.
II. FUEL CELL MODEL
In order to study the dynamic model of Fuel Cell, schematic and structure as well as performance of fuel cell must be considered. A fuel cell schematic system studied in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . The mass of the anode and cathode is considered as a compact anode and cathode [5] .
In this paper, dynamic model of fuel cell is same as in [1] . Fuel cell output voltage is obtained by reducing voltage drop of the backward voltage. Eq. (1) shows the calculation of fuel cell output voltage [6] [7] . 
where T is the temperature of cells in Kelvin, PO 2 and PH 2 are effective partial pressures of oxygen and hydrogen gases in atmospheres, respectively, which can be calculated by following equations, 
where Pa, Pc are the anode and cathode inlet pressures in atmospheres, A is the effective electrode area in cm 2 , i is the current of each cell in amperes, PHO is the amount of saturated water vapor pressure that its value is depend on the fuel cell. P N2 is the partial pressure of N 2 in the cathode gas flow channel in atmospheres obtained from the following Eq. (5) [9] . 
All parameters' values used in this paper are available in [1] .
III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING ALGORITHM AND THE CONTROL SYSTEM
Reinforcement learning (RL) method is based on trial and error algorithm which is trained to apply suitable control action on different plants indirectly. For each states of system in this method, one different control action is applied. For example if x t and u t denote the system state and system control at instant t, the state at instant t+1 is given by [5] ,
For each control action in any intervals, remuneration or a penalty is dedicated. In other word, if this action improves the system error, remuneration will be considered if not a penalty. According to Fig. 1 , the selection of remuneration or penalty is specified by a comparison between error at t and t+1. So remuneration selection at t for each action is performed using Eq. (7),
where in Eq. (7), Υ is discount coefficient between 0 and 1,
 is a function of remuneration. Then from the obtained values a value function is defined from which control signal for the next time is selected.
Using equation Bellman in [11] , the value function can be defined as,
The optimal control operation can also be obtained by Eq.(10).
According to the mentioned equations, for each stage remuneration or penalty, function Q for each is expressed as a Eq. (11), and to select next action the value of this function would be determined.
V(x) in Eq. (11) can be described in terms of Eq. (12).
Thus the optimum control behavior is as Eq. (13).
In the Lead-Lag control based on the mentioned method its function is shown in Eq. (14), for each gain, zero and pole of control, five different actions is placed. In each step, adaptive unit must implement actions from among 125 possible actions to select mode. In this process, some actions are eliminated through penalty turns and a random process to select another action between the remaining actions is carried out. The random selection with time is less to select a specific action with regard to favorite operation. Degree of freedom in this method is the number of matching parameters and the number of operations. The proposed control structure based on the method of reinforcing learning retention is shown in Fig. (2) . 
IV. VOLTAGE CONTROL AGAINST VARIATIONS ON PEMFC (I ST )
By dynamically analysis of Fuel Cell, it is clear that its output voltage is varying sharply with output load changes; therefore, to use of fuel cell for energy generation, obviously the output voltage should be controlled. In order to control the output voltage, different controllers can be used among which the simplest type is the well-known classical PID controller.
In this section, output voltage is controlled in terms of load variations using classical PID controller that the coefficients are as (15). Fig. 3 shows anode and cathode pressures and the system load as well as output and reference voltages. For better illustration, the output voltage is shown in Fig. 4 . According to this figure, it can be seen that in sharp changing areas that are system load, voltage-controlled characteristic is associated with an overshoot. Fig. 5 shows output voltage error (voltage difference to the reference voltage) that in its highest value almost equal to 1.1 volt causing the error to be 5.5% in these regions. It is worth to note that the amount of error in these areas is acceptable. Output results using the proposed controller with the expressed initial conditions in (16), is shown in Fig. 6 . For better showing results, the proposed controller to the output voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 7 . According to this figure it is clear that the maximum peak in the mode is 0.8, so respect to the previous mode (controller PID) this peak is much reduced. Other peak value is also reduced. Error related to the output voltage is shown in Fig. 8 . Much reduction of error is the significant reason to use the proposed controller-based learning method. 
Variation of proportional coefficients, zero and pole controller based on the proposed method for reinforcing learning retention control system changes are seen in Fig. (9) to (11) . This paper, introduced a special Lead-Lag control method to control the PEMFC output voltage. In this method, coefficient, zero and pole of controller are changing according to changes based on reinforcing learning and to change their value every moment of time which Lag-Lead controller with the best values in its response to changes in input data and make optimal control on the study plant. Study plant in this paper is consisted of important plants in energy production in the world. High speed response in the used method, reducing errors and lack of major distortions which usually seen in adaptive control methods are the main reasons for using this control method.
